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Gnaoua: The soul of African
music.
The culture of Gnaoua appeared three centuries ago in the city of Essaouira
called also ??Mogador??or ??the city of wind??.This latter was built by Sultan
Mohamed ben Abdellah in 1764 as a port for trade and exchange between
Africa and Europe. In this period of time, various races, ethnicities and
communities lived together under the same rules and values which led
Essaouira to become a melting-pot of art, diversity and tolerance.

The origin of the Gnaoui population is generally from the west and central
Africa. Due to the political and trading affairs with the Maghreb, they
adopted Islam alongside with their traditions and culture which had been
reflected in their music and the ritual of possession called Jedba. Hence,
Gnaoua represents the soul of the African music and a time travel to the
roots.
Gnaoua music is a spiritual ritual of healing and deliverance for the body
Ar t icle by :
and the mind under the effect of mesmerizing rhythms and tones that
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originated mainly from the sub African and Islamic culture. During the ritual,
the master Maalam begins to play Guembri , the main instrument,
alongside with prayers that glorifies the prophet. Thus, the audience
dances under the sacred rhythms until they slightly lose control of their
bodies in a spiritual and cultural ambiance. For the lovers of the Gnaoua
art, known also as Tagnawite, the Gnaoua World Music Festival is a
foremost annual platform that enables musical exchanges and new artistic
connections worldwide offering the enormous public free accesses to the
entire performances: Mogador becomes a Mecca for artists and musicians.
The 19th edition of this festival welcomed a myriad of musicians from
around the world, weighty names as SONGHOY BLUES, MAALEM EL
KASRI, MAÂLEM AHMED BAQBOU, HOBA HOBA SPIRIT and others, have
Ph ot o by: Aym an
enchanted the audience with marvelous rhythms and astonishing
Abdelilah
melodies. W hat is truly unique about the Gnaoua music festival is the
human fantasia that you can recognize in every single corner of Essaouira,
people from diverse socio-economic status, with outlandish styles and
backgrounds are reunited in the same spots to celebrate the Gnaoua music
and its history. Tagnawite, is an authentic heritage that should be
preserved for the future generations. In fact, an annual and hefty
rendezvous as the Gnaoua festival would superbly assure its survival and
progress.
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He decided to take his chance for a
second time and apply for public
engineering schools: ?I didn?t really believe
I will be selected. So I continued studying at
the CPGE, even though I was feeling a lot of
pressure both financially: Because I wasn?t
from a rich family so it was hard paying for
the private school, and emotionally: Because
I was tired and I hated it there.?

inadequacies is through self-learning. ?One of the
things that are helping me to do so is Connect
Institute: Every time I am there, I get to learn a new
thing. It is offering me the chance to meet new
people that have the same interests as me, people
who appreciate music, theatre and other things that
are considered useless in our society. People who
are willing to listen to everything you have to say
without judging who you are. These same people are
there to offer you advice, constructive criticism and

Then finally a glimmer of hope emerged:
Adil?s name was in the list of those who
will be taking the entrance exam to the
ENSA: ?But I wasn?t all that enthusiastic
about it and I didn?t feel relieved until I
finally got fully accepted at the ENSA. Now, I
am a third year computer engineering

help. I am learning how to speak in front of a public
and how to discuss different topics using a will
constructed language.?At the end of the interview
Adil confesses: ?Since the day I joined Connect
Institute, I found my true self and I learnt to
embrace who I am. I am also learning how to
manage and value my time more and more. ?

student there.?
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An ol d con f l i ct
I was completely focused on my computer?s screen, openmouthed. My friend who was
sitting next to me could not ignore the expression drawn on my face, so she asked me:?
W hat are you watching??Hyped up, I answered:?it?s a simulation video, made by some
scientists, that shows how to turn Mars into Earth?. By the time I finished my answer, she
gave me a clear ?I couldn?t care less?look followed by:?Those people are crazy, we can?t
turn Mars into Earth?. ?How do you know that??I replied. ?God said it. We were created on
Earth and we shall all die on it. You know most of those scientists are atheists, they don?t
believe in God so they don?t know that it?s impossible. Those are the same people who
tried to make a human being from scratch?.
To be quite honest, her answer did not shock me, I have heard worst. I felt too lazy to start
arguing with her yet her answer triggered a series of questions in my head: W hen did God
say that we can?t transform Mars into Earth? I must have missed that part. And if it is true,
why do we always reject every scientific experience that touches our beliefs? W ill our
faith be shaken if we find that, guess what, Elon Musk was right, we can for fact turn Mars
into a second blue planet? Can our faith stand up to every scientific truth that the universe
reveals?
I can?t give a strict statement about the relationship between science and religion, but I do
know this: Science?s major goal is to discover the unknown secrets of the natural world; it
is what makes humans?lives better. So stop chaining it up and fighting against it. Open
your mind beyond what is comfortable and don?t let your faith deprive you of the joys of
discovering the world and the big universe. Please don?t let the fear of knowing too much
stop you from seeking the truth.
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The
attitude
of
gratitude

" Th e essen ce of all beau t if u l ar t ,
all gr eat ar t , is gr at it u de.?
? Fr iedr ich Niet zsch e

Nowadays, we are always busy with our daily tasks, completely absorbed by the
material side of life. We acknowledge less and we don?t value what we already have.
Maybe we became less communicative and attached to all sorts of technological
tools that we use abusedly but not correctly. Those tools were only invented to
enhance and facilitate our relationships and our communication with others instead
of damaging them.
Living a lifestyle full of conveniences like being healthy, serene, having the
freedom of expression, learning something new from someone, being surrounded by
thoughtful positive people who push you to do your best and so on; these are all
wonderful blessings that we may take for granted, while in fact we should be grateful
and thankful for. Because these elements are more valuable than we might think.
At the Greater Good Gratitude Summit, a day-long event featuring research
funded by the Greater Good Science Center's "Expanding the Science and Practice of
Gratitude" program, Dr. Philip Watkins of Eastern Washington University has explained
in a presentation of his how gratitude enhances cognitive and social processes. He
proceeded by asking this question: ?how does gratitude help us live well??and found
out that the answer is that gratitude enhances well-being by amplifying the good in
one?s life, and that concerns the emotional experience, the ability to cope, the
cognitive process and even relationships.
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